NISSAN

X-TRAIL

GENUINE ACCESSORIES
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ON THE COVER: X-TRAIL accessorised with chrome mirror caps (02) and chrome side strip door sills (03) , front over rider (41) with front styling plate (42) and 19" WIND
Dark grey diamond cut alloy wheel (23) .
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NEW X-TRAIL

GENUINE NISSAN ACCESSORIES

Customize your X-TRAIL to suit you with Nissan’s extensive range
of stylish, practical accessories. Start with a front styling bar and side
bars with steps available in the Urban Pack and add a shark antenna
for that premium detail.
1_ Shark antenna*, black (49)
*not compatible with DAB
(Digital Audio Broadcasting)

2_ LED fog lamp kit (32)
1

3_ Mirrors caps,
chrome (02)
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4_ 19" WIND Glossy
black alloy wheel (22)
5_ Urban Pack (front
styling bar, side
styling bars with
steps) (31)
6_ Side strip door sills,
chrome (03)
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STYLE PACK

A TOUCH OF FINESSE
Select the Style Pack in shiny
chrome or ice chrome for an eye-catching
gleam of elegance. It’s the details that
make all the difference.
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ALLOY WHEEL
4_ 19" IBISCUS Glossy
black alloy wheel (25)

STYLE PACK
1_ Mirror caps,
chrome (02)

3

2_ Trunk lower
finisher, chrome (04)
3_ Side strip door sills,
chrome (03)
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AVAILABLE IN
CHROME
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CROSSOVER PACK

SIGNS OF ACTION

Add a solid, dynamic edge with the Crossover Pack front
over rider with front styling plate and rear styling plate.
These protective made-to-measure styling plates show
you really mean business.

1

CROSSOVER PACK
1_ Front over rider with Front styling plate (29)
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2_ Rear styling plate (not compatible with towbar) (39)

3_ Side styling plate (38)
ALLOY WHEEL
4_ 17" FLOW Glossy Black
diamond cut alloy wheel (20)
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URBAN STYLE

GO TO TOWN

Light up the city with the Urban Pack, complete with front styling bar and side bars with steps. Stand out
with a set of 19" alloys for definitive downtown style.

URBAN PACK
1_ Front styling bar (35)

2_ Side styling bar with steps (37)
1
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3_ Rear styling bar (34)
4_ Side bars illuminated (36)

ALLOY WHEEL
5_ 19" IBISCUS Silver
alloy wheel (24)
5
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ALLOY WHEELS

DESIGNER FINISH

Take a turn for the better with Nissan
Genuine alloy wheels designed and
engineered specifically for your X-TRAIL.
Distinctive designs and finishes for serious
style and safety.

1_ 17" OE alloy wheel (14)
2_ 19" OE alloy wheel (15)
3_ Lockable wheel nuts (27)
4_ 19" WIND Glossy black alloy wheel (22)

3
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FLOW
5_ 17" Glossy Black diamond cut alloy wheel (20)
6_ 17" Silver alloy wheel (18)
7_ 17" Glossy black alloy wheel (19)
IBISCUS
8_ 19" Silver alloy wheel

8

10

9

(24)

9_ 19" Dark grey diamond
cut alloy wheel (26)
10_ 19" Glossy black
alloy wheel (25)

11

12

WIND 13
11_ 19" Silver alloy wheel (21)
12_ 19" Dark grey diamond cut alloy wheel (23)
13_ 19" Glossy black alloy wheel (22)
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PROTECTION

SHAPE UP

Build up resistance with body side mouldings
and wind deflectors and add a shark antenna
for a powerful, aero-dynamic finish.
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1_ Front and rear parking
system (50-51)
2_ Grey body side
mouldings (72) (also
available in black,
silver, white pearl and
paintable version)
3_ Shark antenna* (49)
*not compatible with DAB
(Digital Audio Broadcasting)
6

4_ Wind deflectors with
chrome (75) finishers
(set of 4), front and rear
5_ Hood deflector (74)
6_ 17" FLOW Glossy
Black diamond
cut alloy wheel (20)
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INTERIOR

HOME AWAY FROM HOME
Accessorize your cabin to meet your everyday needs.
From tablet holders to ambient lighting, nothing has been forgotten.
1

2

3

4
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1_ Coat hanger - seat back (52)

5

2_ Smartphone holder U-grip, black (55)
3_ Smartphone holder 360 grip, white (53)
4_ Universal tablet holder, black (56)
5_ Sport pedals kit and ambience lighting (12, 43)
6_ Entry guards, illuminated, front only (44)
7_ Trunk entry guard, aluminium (64)

6

8_ Gear knob leather (13)
9_ Luxury mats, velour mats (65-66)
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8

9
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TRUNK UTILITY

2

MAKE THE MOST OF IT

Share your boot space with a handy dog guard/luggage separator
and then cushion the lot with a soft trunkliner.
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1_ Dog guard/Trunk separator (59)
2_ First aid kit (102)
3_ 3_Trunk mat (68)
(only available on 5 seat version)
4_ Soft trunkliner and bumper upper protection (73)
(available for 5 and 7 seat versions)
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ADVENTURE

PREPARE TO HAVE FUN
Kit out your X-TRAIL for sport and adventure.
With Nissan Accessories, you’re ready for anything.
1_ Towbar mounted bicycle carrier (99),
(available for 2 bikes, 13 and 7 pins
and for 3 bikes, 7 pins)
1

2_ Removable towbar (91)
3_ Tire step (85)
4_ Loadcarrier, aluminium (77)
5_ Roof box small size (86) (also available
in medium and large sizes)
6_ Ski/snowboard carrier, up to 6 pairs
slidable (82) (also available up to 4 pairs
and up to 3 pairs versions)

X1 > X3

7_ Cross bars for roof railing (76)
2
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ORDERING INFORMATION
GENERAL ACCESSORIES
CHROME TOUCH

STYLING ACCENTS

(01) Chrome Touch B-pillar cover

KE605 4C600

(02)

Chrome Touch Mirror caps

KE960-4E500

(03)

Chrome Touch Strip door sills

KE760-4C500

(04)

Chrome Touch Trunk lower finisher

KE791-4C520

(30)

KE600-4C017

(31)

(05)

Chrome Touch STYLE PACK: mirror caps, side stripe door sills,
trunk lower finisher

(28) Auto folding mirrors
(29)

(32)

ICE CHROME TOUCH

Crossover pack: front over rider with front & rear styling plate
(without rear parking sensor)
Crossover pack: front over rider with front & rear styling plate
(with rear parking sensor)
Urban pack: front styling bar, side styling bars with steps
LED Fog lamp kit

(33) OE Fog lamp set

KE963-4E002
KE600-4C019

KE600-4B010
B61E0-4CB3B

(34)

Rear styling bars - corner - stainless steel

KE545-4B53A

(07) Ice Chrome Touch Mirror caps

KE960-4E500IC

(35)

Front styling bar - stainless steel

KE540-4B53A

(08) Ice Chrome Touch Stripe door sills

KE760 4C500IC

(36)

Side styling bars - stainless steel - illuminated

KE543-4B03A

(09) Ice Chrome Touch Trunk lower finisher

KE791-4C520IC

(37)

Side bars with steps - stainless steel

KE543-4B55A

(38)

Side styling plate

G68E0-4CE00

(39)

Rear styling plate (without rear parking sensor)

H5901-4CE00

KE600-4C017IC

(40) Rear styling plate (with rear parking sensor)

SPORT TOUCH
(11) Sport pedals kit - Automatic transmission, LHD (without foot rest)

KE460-4C111

(12)

Sport pedals kit - Manual transmission, LHD (without foot rest)

KE460-4C011

(13)

OE Gear knob - leather

32865-4EA0A

WHEELS
(14)

OE 17" alloy wheel

D0300-4CE1A

(15)

OE 19" alloy wheel

D0C00-4CB3A

(16) OE center caps for 17"
(17) OE center caps for 19"

(

(43)

Ambience lighting LHD

B64D0-4CB0A

(

(44)

Entry guards - Illuminated (front set)

G6950-4CB0A

(

(45) Shark Antenna Silver (K23)

KE280-4C001

(

(46) Shark Antenna Grayish Blue (RAQ)

KE280-4C002

(

(49)

17" FLOW alloy wheel with center caps (diamond cut Black Z11)

KE409-4C200B1

(21)

19" WIND alloy wheel with center caps (Silver G081-2)

(22)

19" WIND alloy wheel with center caps (Black Z11)

KE409-4E400BZ

(23)

19" WIND alloy wheel with center caps (diamond cut Dark Grey KAD )

KE409-4E400DS

(24)

19" IBISCUS alloy wheel with center caps (Silver G081-2)

(25)

19" IBISCUS alloy wheel with center caps (Black Z11)

KE409-4C400BZ

(26)

19" IBISCUS alloy wheel with center caps (diamond cut Dark Grey KAD)

KE409-4C400DS
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G5890-4CE00

40342-4EA1A

(20)

Lockable wheel nuts

(

Front styling plate (must be ordered with Front over rider)

KE280-4C003

KE409-4C200BZ

Shark Antenna Black (G41)

KE280-4C005

(
(

KE409-4C200

KE409-4E400

(

(42)

KE280-4C004

17"FLOW alloy wheel with center caps (Glossy Black Z11)

(
(

F2060-4CE00

(47) Shark Antenna White Pearl (QAB)

(19)

(27)

H5901-4CE10

(
(

Front over rider (must be ordered with Front styling plate)

(48) Shark Antenna Gray (KAD)

17" FLOW alloy wheel with center caps (Silver G081-2)

(
(

(41)

40342-BR01A

(18)

(

KE622-4C000

KE605 4C060IC

Ice Chrome STYLE PACK: mirror caps, side stripe door sills,
trunk lower finisher

(
(

KE600-4C018

(06) Ice Chrome Touch B-pillar cover

(10)

(5

TECHNOLOGY ASSISTANCE

(

(50)

Rear parking system

KE511-99902

(

(51)

Front parking system

KE512-99905

(8
(

INTERIOR UTILITY
(52)

Coat hanger

(53)

Smartphone holder 360 grip (White)

(
KS872-99900

KE409-4C400
KS289-360WH

(54) Smartphone holder 360 grip (Black)

KS289-360BL

(55)

Smartphone holder U-grip (Black)

KS289-UG0BL

(56)

Universal tablet holder (Black)

KE409-89951
KS289-TH0BL

(57) Nomadic ashtray

F8800-89925

(58) Telephone cup holder

KE930-00300
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ROOF BOXES
TRUNK UTILITY

Capacity/ Length/ Width/ Height/ Weight/ max Load

(59)

Dog guard / trunk separator

KE964-3B53A

(86)

Roof box Small 380L/1600*800*400mm/75kg

KE734-10000

(60)

Soft trunk liner (5 seats, full trunk)

KE965-4C5S0

(87) Roof box Medium 480L/1900*800*400mm/75kg

KE734-20000

KE965-4C7S0

(88) Roof box Big 530L/2250*800*420mm/75kg

KE734-30000

(89) Roof box Ranger 90 340L/1100*800*400mm/75kg

KE734-RAN90

(61) Soft trunk liner (7 seats)
(62) Trunk net, storage
(63) Trunk net, horizontal
(64)

Trunk entry guards - aluminium

KE966-74R00
KE966-75R00

TOWING

KE967-4C520

(90) Additional power supply

MATS

(91)

Towbar Removable

(92) Safety clamp standard

KE505-99996
KE500-4C010

(65)

Textile velours - Front & 2nd rear set - LHD

(66)

Textile luxury - Front & 2nd rear set - LHD

KE745-4B001

(93) TEK 13 pins

KE505-4C013

(67) Rubber mat with walls - Front & 2nd rear set - LHD

KE748-4B089

(94) TEK 7 pins

KE505-4C007

(95) TEK Adapter 7 to 13 pins

KE505-89941

(68)

Trunk mat textile (full trunk) (only available on 5 seat version)

KE745-4B021

KE840-4B000

EXTERIOR PROTECTION

(96) TEK Adapter 13 to 7 pins

KE505-89951

(97) TEK Adapter 13 to 7 pins and 12S, long version

KE505-89961
KE738-70213

(69) Body side mouldings (painted Silver- colour code: K23)

KE760-4C52S

(98) Towbar bike carrier 13 pins (2 bikes)

(70) Body side mouldings (painted Black- colour code: G41)

KE760-4C52B

(99)

(71) Body side mouldings (painted White Pearl- colour code: QAB)

KE760-4C52Q

(100) Towbar bike carrier 7 pins (3 bikes)

(72)

Body side mouldings (painted Grey- colour code: KAD)

KE760-4C52G

(73)

Rear bumper upper protection

KE967-4C530

(74)

Hood deflector

KE610-4C000

(75)

Wind deflector with chrome finisher (front & rear set)

H0800-4CC0A

LOADCARRIERS

KE500-99935

Towbar bike carrier 7 pins (2 bikes)

KE738-70207
KE738-70307

SAFETY/SECURITY
(101) First aid kit (hard box)
(102)

First aid kit (soft box)

KE930-00021
KE930-00026

(103) Safety jacket x1

KE930-00111

(104) Safety pack (First aid kit, x1 jacket, x1 warning triangle)

KE930-00028
KE930-00029

(76)

Cross bars for roof railing - Stylish

KE732-4C010

(105) Safety pack (First aid kit, x1 jacket, x2 warning triangles)

(77)

Loadcarrier, aluminium

KE730-4C010

(106) Warning triangle

KE930-00017

(78) Luxury bicycle carrier, aluminium

KE738-80010

(107) Warning triangles (set of 2)

KE930-00018

(79) Bike carrier Steel (standard version)

KE738-80100

(80) Ski/snowboard carrier, Up to 3 pairs

KE738-50001

(81) Ski/snowboard carrier, Up to 4 pairs
(82)

Ski carrier, Slideable, Up to 6 pairs

(83) T-track adapter for bike carrier
(84) T-track aluminium adapter for ski carrier 3 & 4 pairs
(85)

Tire step

KE738-50002
KE738-99996
KE737-99931
KE737-99932
KE930-00130

Ask your sales representative about including accessories in you Nissan finance deal
and benefit from a financing plan that suits you.
Nissan Accessories
3 years or 100,000 KM if fit at PDI by Nissan dealers (Parts and labour)
12 months if fit by 3rd Party or customer (Parts only / unlimited mileage)
Nissan Approved Accessories
2 years or 100,000 KM if fit at PDI by Nissan dealers (Parts and labour)
12 months if fit by 3rd Party or customer (Parts only/unlimited mileage)
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SERVICE CONTRACTS
Give your X-TRAIL the care it deserves with a Nissan Service
Plan and save money in the long run.
Our Service Plans cover all the standard servicing
requirements for your X-TRAIL.
Our Service Plans give you the option to fix your service
costs for up to 5 years.
Your Service Plan covers all the checks and replacements
required by your Nissan’s individual service schedule.
Benefit from the use of Genuine Nissan Parts fitted by our
trained technicians.
A well-maintained vehicle has a greater resale value.
And if you sell your Nissan before your coverage expires,
the new owner will benefit from the residual contract.
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EXTENDED WARRANTY
Nissan 5* Extended Warranty Plan allows you to benefit from
your X-TRAIL warranty for a longer period or mileage.
The range of available contracts will enable you to select the
one that best suits your needs.
Our trained technicians know your vehicle better than anyone
and will only fit Genuine Nissan Parts.
NISSAN 5* Extended Warranty gives you peace of mind that
any unexpected eventualities will be taken care of, and can
be transferred should you sell the vehicle privately.
Your Nissan 5* Extended Warranty also includes
complementary Nissan Roadside Assistance for the duration
of your policy, giving you pan-European coverage 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year.
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visit our website at: www.nissan-X-Trail.com

Follow Nissan X-TRAIL on:
Dealer stamp:

Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this publication is correct at the time of going to press (JULY 2014). This brochure
has been produced featuring prototype vehicles exhibited at motor shows. In accordance with the company’s policy of continuously improving
its products, Nissan International reserves the right to change at any time the specification and the vehicles described and shown in this
publication. Nissan dealers will be informed of any such modifications as quickly as possible. Please check with your local Nissan dealer to
receive the most up-to-date information. Because of the limitations of the printing processes used, the colours shown in this brochure may
differ slightly from the actual colours of the paint and interior trim materials used. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part of this
brochure without the written permission of Nissan International is forbidden.

This brochure is made from chlorine free paper – X-TRAIL GEA P&A brochure 07/2014 – Printed in EU.
Created by NEW BBDO, France – Tel.: +33 1 40 62 37 37 and produced by eg+ worldwide, France – Tel.: +33 1 49 09 25 35.
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